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Binoculars: NatureRay Outrek 8x32
 

The all new NatureRAY binoculars are designed to bring you closer to nature and they are priced to deliver tremendous value for money. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerNatureRay 

Description 

Designed for comfort and practicality and weighing only 526 grams, the Outrek 8x32 is the lightest model in the range. Sturdily-built and
shrouded in high-protection rubber armour, it features textured areas on the outer edges of the body to increase grip and to make holding
easier.

Comfortable, rubber-covered eyecups twist out to click-lock in three extended positions, all of which deliver the full field of view at maximum
extension.

A stippled focussing wheel ensures non-slip finger contact in this binocular, the fastest focussing model with the closest focussing distance in
the range.

A bright, sharp image with natural colours is the main feature of this small model, which features BaK4 prisms, fully multicoated lenses and is
gas-filled and waterproof.

Carrying a 5-year warranty, it is supplied with a lens cloth, soft protective carry case, neoprene neck strap, an articulated rainguard and stay-on
rubber lens covers.

Features
Image
Completely
waterproof to a depth
of 1m for 30 minutes

Nitrogen purged &
O-Ring sealed to
prevent internal fogging

Premium BaK4 glass
prisms produce clearer
sharper images

Fully multi-coated
optics for greater clarity
& brightness

Dioptre adjustment to
ensure both eyes are
correctly focused

Twist-up eye cups
with position stops
for eye relief

Tripod adaptable
(adaptor sold
separately)
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Durable rubber armour
withstands the highest
level of impact

Binoculars include
a 5-year warranty

Details
Image
FIELD OF VIEW
Angular 6.8°
@1000m/yds
119m:356ft

CLOSE FOCUS
2m | 6.6ft

EYE RELIEF
18mm | 0.7in

WEIGHT
526g | 18.5oz

MAGNIFICATION
8x

OBJECTIVE LENS
32mm Ø
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